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Hey, since I missed this winter day this year I still need to do it. According to wiki, I can still finish the scavenger hunt. However, I can't find it. Vicky: You can still finish hunting for scavengers and feed Grawnk delicacies after Wintersday 2014 ended. When you go to your copy house, Grawnk and the orphan will still show up. Talk to Grawnk and he'll tell you where Su-Chef Seimur Oxbone is and you can still
find it, although his badge won't appear on the map as it did during Wintersday. After feeding it three times, you will still get a collection unlock item and you can go do jumping puzzles to get the decorations. After that, you get credit for achieving and get your home copy knot and a generous gift from an orphan. Any help will be appreciated! FlagView Story Achievement: For Kids Description: Collect all 6
missing decorations from chests in Tiri. Reward: 5 - Generous Title - Generous Gift to Orphans for Children - is a collector's achievement that is unlocked, completing the quest Warming Grawnk's Heart on the winter day of 2014, Wintersday 2015 and Wintersday 2016. It begins with a letter from Orphan Laine, which is sent to each player in the mail. By consuming the award, Holiday Display Case opens
this collection of achievement. The items needed for this collection are mostly found in jumping puzzle chests or in hidden chests found in the open world. Other jumping puzzle chests or hidden chests in the same racial area will also drop them. You must have children unlocked or the chests will not give you the items you need. Below are the decorations you should collect: A guide to the recently
introduced time-closing mission Warming The Heart Grawnk with Winterday 2014. The location of Seimur Oxbone depending on the day you do it, Seimur can be in several places. Just ask Grawnk/Orphan and they will tell you what kind of racial city he probably inches black Citadel If he is in the Black Citadel, he will be near the place where he is. His new location in the grove is on the lower level of the
grove, next to Ronan's Waypoint. Choose the lower level of the card and then teleport, then there to check if you have the point of the path unlocked. If you don't just keep going down to the lowest level. Achieving Divinity, if Seimur is within divinity, it will be next to the Commons Waypoint Rath Sum next to Magicat Court Waypoint on the upper level of the Arch Rata Sum Lion Close to sanctum Harbor
Waypoint Diessa Plateau near the village of Butcher Block in the northwest of Diessa Plateau Day 1 View Mail, and you should see the new Mail direct you to your home copy (i.e. Once you are inside your copy house, talk to Grawnk and he will tell you to find Seimur Oxbone. Read to find out what racial city he's in. Find Seimur in whatever city it is (see (see Ask him something to help with the doodle
problem and he will allow you to buy his Bloodstone Broth Bowl for 1 Tiny Snowflake, which you can get from TP or from Wintersday Gifts. Return to your home copy and take the broth to Grawnk. He'll tell you to come back tomorrow. Check back for a daily reset. Day 2 After the daily reboot, head straight to Ascallion Waypoint in Harati Inner Lands. You will need to access a famous heart supplier out there
that sells a masterpiece or a thin version of The Shiny Pan. Purchase this pan and head back to Seimur Oxbone. Tell him that Grawl is still there and he will sell you a Bloodstone Soup Cup in exchange for a Shiny Pan (he has two tabs, one for a masterpiece and one for a fine version). Go back to your home copy, talk to Grawnk again to give soup to him. He'll tell you to come tomorrow. Check back on the
daily day 3 reboot of Seimur Oxbone now wants Superior Sigil mischief for his next powerful meal, the Bloodstone Chili Bowl. This sigil can be found in Giant Wintersday gifts or be purchased on TP for a few silver. Return toGrawnk after you've done to give him his last meal. This will give you an achievement and a new starter collection, Holiday Display Case. Consumption Holiday Display Case opens a
new collection for kids collection Items that you need to purchase are in jumping puzzle chests or hidden chests in matching cards throughout. The jumping puzzles listed below are just examples. Other jumping puzzles or hidden chests of the same racial breasts will also drop them. Each jumping puzzle will give you a mysterious Grubby package, which has a high chance of giving up an item for the
collection (not 100%). You must have a collection unlocked with Holiday Display Case or a Mysterious Grubby package will not give you an item. Jumping Puzzle in Iron Marches Purple Ball - Silvari Breasts - Inside the Factory Item You Need to Purchase in Caledon Rocking Horse - Knotted Chest - Hard to Do Without a Really Big Hand Item You Need to Purchase Is a Rocking Horse Ornament Drops
From The Chest at the End of Shaman Rookery Jumping Puzzle in Wayfarer Foothills can also fall from Shattered Ice Ruins jumping puzzles in Frostgorge Sound Golden Ball - Or Chestrian - Damaged Wood and Marine Smells Item You Need to Purchase Green Ball - Iron Chest - ook-ooh The iron key item you need to purchase is a Green Ball Ornament drop from the chest at the end of the Pig Iron Mine
jumping puzzle on Rise Can also drop from Loreclaw Expanse jumping puzzles in the Plains of Ashford from the Wars Guild 2 WikiJump to NavigatingJump to search from the Guild of Wars 2 WikiJump to navigateJump to search for orphans Laine is a boy trying to get Wintersday decorating the hearts of the queen's orphanage, which Grawnk stole. Location (edit) Ascalon Black Citadel Kryta Divinity's
Reach Maguuma Jungle Rata Sum Grove Shiverpeak Mountains Dialogue (sob) This Grawnk stole our jewelry! Slow down. What happened here? It's Grawnk, he ... he said something about our decorations to offend his totem. So he took them and hid them! Looks like a real winner. Where's Seymour? Oh, he still goes to different cities and parties every day. I bet Grawnk knows where he might be. Have.
After feeding Grawnk soup (sobbing) that Grawnk stole our jewelry! Grawnk give any clues on where the decorations are? yes, he mentioned something while you were gone. Tell me about the doll. I think our doll is inside the golden chest. I don't know howGrawnk even found breasts like this. Must belong to some lazy rich people. We're going to have to do this. I'll take those jewelry, Laine. Tell me about
the tinsel. Grawnk rhymes about fancy glass and short with sass. Asuran breasts, maybe? We're going to have to do this. I'll take those jewelry, Laine. Tell me about the purple ball. I heard our purple ball inside the plant. If it's a potato chest, can we get something back to eat? We're going to have to do this. I'll take those jewelry, Laine. Tell me about the rocking horse. Our rocking horse is inside the
knotted chest, whatever it is. Sounds hard to do without really big hands. We're going to have to do this. I'll take those jewelry, Laine. Tell me about the Golden Ball. We were going to sell a gold ball for food after Wintersday, so Grawnk hid it very well. He said something about damaged wood and sea odors. We're going to have to do this. I'll take those jewelry, Laine. Tell me about the green ball. If you
know what ook-ooh means, iron is a clue, that's whereGrawnk hid our green ball. We're going to have to do this. I'll take those jewelry, Laine. FlagView Story Achievement: Grawnk Munch Description: Bring bloody stone delicacies to Grawnk. Reward: 5 AP - The name Deer Commander - Holiday Display Case Warming Grawnk's Heart - is a scavenger hunt during Winter Day 2014, Winter Day 2015 and
Winter Day 2016. It begins with a letter from Orphan Laine, which is sent to each player in the mail. Completion of this scavenger hunt awards players with the achievement of Grawnk Munch and opens up for children's collection of achievement. Read orphan Laine's letter. It will show you a racial home copy of your character. Visit a home copy to receive a briefing on the mission. The location of Seimur
Oxbone depends on the day you do this scavenger hunt. Ask Grawnk or Orphan Laine in your home copy and they will give you a hint of where Seimur Oxbone might be on this particular day. Check your mail and read a message from Orphan Laine. Teh Teh will direct you to your home copy. When you are inside your copy house, talk to Grawnk and he will tell you to find Seimur Oxbone. Read the hint
and find out the location, for example. if he mentions flowers, he means Grove.Go to where Seimur is. Ask him for something to help with the doodle problem and he will allow you to purchase his Bloodstone Broth Bowl for 1 Tiny Snowflake, which you can get from BLTC or from Wintersday Gifts.Return to your homemade copy and give the broth Grawnk. He'll tell you to come back tomorrow. The next day,
head straight to Arcallion Waypoint in Harati Hinterlands. You will need to access the Renown Heart supplier, Sentry Triktiki, north of point path, which sells a masterpiece or a thin version of the Shiny Pan. You can get a fine one for 336 karma points because it is cheaper. Buy this pot and head back to Seimur Oxbone. Tell him that Grawl is still there and he will sell you a cup of Bloodstone soup in
exchange for a Shiny Frying Pan.Go back to your home copy and give the soup to him. He'll tell you to come back tomorrow. Seimur Oxbone now wants The High Sigil mischief for his next powerful meal, the Bloodstone Chili Bowl. This sigil can be found in Giant Wintersday Gifts or purchased in BLTC. Go back to your home copy and give the chilli Grawnk. This will give you an achievement and a new
starter collection, Holiday Display Case.Consuming Holiday Display Case opens a new collection for kids. Children.
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